
History of Music Theory, MUTH 6670, Spring 2010 
Dr. Frank Heidlberger, Professor of Music Theory 

Room 339, phone (940) 369-7542, fheidlbe@music.unt.edu 

Office hours: MW 10-11.30, and by appointment 

MEETINGS 

TR 3.30-4.50 p.m., at MUS 290/Library, R 422. 

LITERATURE 

Thomas Christensen (ed.), Cambridge History of Western Music Theory, 2002: recommended 
reference book, available in an affordable paperback print. 

Further Literature: Sources and research literature on Carrel 408 

More Literature: individual search for the paper-topic, as required (books and articles); ask for 
suggestions 

METHOD 

Study of selected sources of Renaissance and early Baroque periods (about 1480 through 1650) 
by reading and discussion of the content, its systematic treatment of a special theoretical problem, 
its historical ad cultural context, and its theoretical and practical consequences. 

Single essay presentations of each student on selected topics. 

The topics are organized in five (historically and systematically defined) units. The participant 
will select a topic from these units as a general “idea” upon which the essay topic will be defined. 
Each participant will usually prepare and present two essays during the semester. One of these 
essays may be revised and turned in as the final paper. 

The role of the teacher should ideally be one of a mentor. This means that the teacher assists in 
the procedure of defining a topic, suggesting directions of the research, giving hints towards the 
structure and content of the essay and its class presentation. The detail work however, is up to the 
participant. 

OBJECTIVE 

Main objective of this course is to provide opportunity of independent research on an advanced 
graduate level. The participants are asked to prepare essays and perform presentations that meet 
this standard. Discussions in class should strengthen the critical approach to the topic and the 
methodology of the essay. 

Additionally the participant should gain knowledge of the specific theoretical issues and systems 
of Renaissance and Early Baroque Music Theory. Since this field is very diverse, including 
national (vernacular) schools, topics will be selected according to their importance for music 
theory and criticism. 

GRADING 

There will be no written tests. Grading is based on multiple factors: 

- quality of class presentations (clarity, critical assessment of a topic, efficiency in presenting 
source reading, strength of individual thoughts). 

- participation in the discussion during each session 

- midterm essay 



- final essay: it should meet the expectations for a scholarly paper as you would present it at a 
professional meeting in the field. It is due on Tuesday, May 12, noon. 

 

 

SINGLE OBSERVATIONS/PRESENTATION TOPICS (individual systems/historical context): 

UNIT I: 15th century and early 16th century 

Tinctoris 
(c.1435-1511) 

[12 treatises 1472-84] 

Proportionale musices 
(1473/74) [STR, p.291] 

Tractatus de notis et 
pausis (1474/75) 

Liber de natura et 
proprietate tonorum 
(1476) 

Liber de arte contrapuncti 
(1477) [STR, p.401] 

De inventione et usu 
musicae (c. 1487) 

Expositio manus (after 
1477) 

Terminologica musicae 
diffinitorium (1495) 

Complexus effectuum 
musices (ms. c.1500) 

initiates era of Renaissance in music theory, full 
range of subjects concerning problems of 
composition (intrinsic) and musical “effect” 
(extrinsic). Rejects speculation in music 
(although he mentions the antiques), develops 
new empiric teaching (with systematic 
background) 

“Varietas” as the new category of composition 
(link between couterpoint and aesthetics). 
“Super librum cantare”, “res facta”: the two 
methods of music performance/transmission 

Mentiones the generation of Dufay as the first 
who wrote music “for listening”. Refers to 
contemp. composers and quotes some of theri 
works. 

counterpoint, notation/proportion, terminology, 
musical effect, hexachord system, “Guidonean 
Hand” 

Ramos de Pareja Musica practica/ De 
musica tractatus (1482) 

[STR, p.407] 

first  “empiric” theorist, although first Part of 
his treatise still classical “theoria” 
(correspondance between the planets and the 
modes, cf. Gaffori). Forms new explanation of 
the hexachord system, Guidonean Hand (cf. 
Tinctoris), musica ficta.  

Ficino (1433-99) De tripliciti vita (1489) 
[cf.Strunk, p.385 ff. 

neo-Platonic oriented philosopher, referred to 
music by describing its effect on the human 
spirit on divine universe. Important figure of 
Italian renaissance magic (member of 
Florentian  

Gaffurius 
(Gaffori) (1451-
1522) 

Theorica musicae (1492) 

 Practica musicae (1496) 

De harmonia musicorum 
instrumentorum opus 
(1500/1518) [STR, p.390] 

comprehensive treatises on seculative music 
(theoria) and period composition teaching. In 
De harmonia: speculative considerations on 
music based on Ficino and magic thought (cf. 
his system of planets and muses in practica and 
in De harmonia).  

  



UNIT II: 16th century – (mostly) Italy (new def. of the modal system, chromaticism,) 

Pietro 
Aaron 

Libris tres de institutione 
harmonica (1516) 

 
 
Toscanello in musica 
(1523, 31562) 

 
Trattato della natura e 
cognitione di tutt gli tuoni 
di canto figurato (1525) 
STR, 415 

Lucidario in musica 
(1545) 

on notation, counterpoint, composition; written in 
Italian, translated into Latin by Giov. Flaminio; 
content discussed in letters with his  friend Giov. 
Spartari. 

One of the first vernacular treatises, based on the 
Libris tres (revised); definition of mode, music ficta, 
tuning of the keyboard (mean tone) 

Most original treatise, application of modal system to 
the current polyphonic music 
 

 
Discussion of musica ficta on enharmonic finals, 
ample quotation of Spartaro 

Heinrich 
Glarean 

Dodecachordon (1547), 
STR 428 

3 books: 1, humanistic discussion of Boethius and 
Gaffori; 2, description of the 12 modes; 3, mensural 
music, polyphonic music; 
vast treatise, ranges from humanistic philos. to 
musical anthology (contains over 120 compos. by 
Josquin, Obrecht, Ockeghem, Isaac...). Most 
influential treatise of 16th cent. 

Gioseffo 
Zarlino 

Istituzioni harmoniche 
(1558) 

STR, 293, 436 

 

 

Dimostrazioni harmoniche 
(1571) 

studied with Willaert; states that speculative theory 
cannot be separated from practical comp.: book 1 and 
2: humanist. disc. of the specul. theory, including the 
greek tonal system and its application in tuning and 
consonance treatment; book 3: modal order, disc.of 
the major and minor third (anticip. the “modern” 
major/minor). 

renumbering of the modes (beginning with C) 

Nicola 
Vicentino 

L’antica musica ridotta 
alla moderna prattica 
(1555) 

divided into two parts: theorica (Boethius applied ti 
his own ideas on antique systems); prattica (five 
books on: interval relationships, intervals in 
polyphony, extension of the diatonic to chromatic an 
enharm., appl.in composition, application in 
performance); V. constructs an enharmonic keyboard, 
the arcicembalo 



Unit III, late 16th century/ around 1600 (application of Greek system, tuning, prima and 
seconda prattica) 

 

Girolamo 
Mei 

De modis musicis 
(1573) 

Florentine humanist, not a musician, clear distinction of 
Greek tonoi from the church tones, descr. the appl. of 
the tonoi in greek tragedy and their ethic function 

Vincenzo 
Galilei 

Dialogo della musica 
anti ca et della 
moderna (1581) 

STR, 462 

corresp. with Mei, G. develops M.’s ideas in applied 
music (applic. of Greek modes in monodic compos., 
lute transcriptions, see: Fronimo, 1568); critizises 
polyphonic music but also writes treatise on 
counterpoint (Il primo libro della prattica to 
contrapunto, 1588-1591)  

Pietro 
Pontio 

Raggionamento di 
musica (1588) 

Dialogo... ove si 
tratta della theorica et 
prattica di musica 
(1595) 

form and genre in music: teaching of styles, 
improvisation and “res facta”... 
 

text setting, effect and emotion of the modes 
(minor/major), musical variety by using cadences 
outside the mode of a piece 

Giov. Maria 
Artusi  

L’Arte del 
contraponto (21571, 
compil. 1598) 

 
L’Artusi overo delle 
imperfettioni della 
moderna musica 
(1600) 

STR, 526 

rules of counterpoint, acc. to Zarlino, but: wider use of 
dissonances and poetic meanings of dissonances. 

refers to Monteverds’s use of dissonances in madrigals, 
shows examples of not yet printed works of 
Monteverdi. Polemic rejection of Monteverdi’s style. 
M.’s 5th book f madrigal is the “answer” to Artusi, 
accomp. by a Foreword  (written by M.’s brother) that 
rejects Artusi’s complaints. Famous prima/seconda 
prattica discussion. 

 



 

UNIT IV: late 16th/early 17th century (“pragmatic” music theory, performance, musical 
rhetorics) 

 

Girolamo Dalla 
Casa 

Il vero modo di diminuir 
con tutte le sorti di 
stromenti  (1584) 

Head of the group of “piffari” at San Marco, 
Venice. More a teaching book for applied 
musicians, based on examples with few 
explanations. Systematic description of 
“diminution”: division of Semibreves and 
Minimae into Croma, and Semicrome 
(semplice, treplicata and quadruplicata). 
Application on “passaggi” and “cadenzie”: 
stepwise and with larger intervals. Examples of 
Madrigals and Chansons by Crequillon and, 
predominantly, Cipriano de Rore. Written for 
Cornetto, but applicable also on other 
instruments and the “voce humana”. 

Diruta Il transilvano (1588/1609) Studied with Zarlino and Claudio Merulo 
(Organ). Describes the art of organ playing of 
Merlolu in particular. Tells the story that he had 
listened to Merulo and Gabrieli playing the 
organs at San Marco. First systematic approach 
to: keyboard playing (fingering) and style 
(diminution, improvisation). Brings examples 
of famous Canzonas (applied to the keyboard 
style) by A. and G. Gabrieli and A. Mortaro. 
Explains diminution-motivs in the context of 
counterpoint setting.  

Erole Bottrigari Il Desiderio overo de’ 
concerti di varii strumenti 
(1594) 

The author was humanist with some experience 
in composition but predominantely interested in 
arts and sciences. 1575-86 joining the Court at 
Ferrara. After 1586 professor at the university 
of Bologna. He wrote some articles and 
treatises on music theory (as well as on the 
liberal arts), reflecting the performance practice 
(tuning, setting of voices) of his time 
(particularly at the Ferrarese court, themusic 
Luzzaschis and the theories Vicentinos). 

Burmeister Musica poetica (1606) Latin / protestant humanist. His theories refer to 
the Musica Matematica by Heinrich Brucaeus. 
Historically important is his Musica poetica: 
description of the contemporary theory of 
composition, including a “musica poetica” in 
particular (explanation of the meanings of 
certain musical figures, according to the 
rhetoric system of poetic expressions in 
literature. 



 

Banchieri L’organo suonarino (1605 
/ 1611) 

Composer, writer and musician with a great 
variety of interests (sometimes criticized for his 
somewhat superficious approach). Originally a 
monk and organ player at his monastery at 
Bologna he was concerned with teaching 
liturgical organ performance: improvisation, 
organi setting of mass cycles. “Inventor” of 
several important musical issues of the turn of 
the century: score notation, barlines, figured 
bass). 

Praetorius Syntagma musicum (1614 
/1619) 

Important “link” between mid-German 
protestant music practice and the recent Italian 
vocal concert around 1600. Studied at 
Frankfurt/Oder and Helmstedt (appointed as 
Organist of the count Heinrich Julius of 
Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel). Important 
musical print: 9 vols. Musae Sinoniae 
(arrangements of chorals). The Syntagma 
Musicum (Musical Compendium) is written in a 
humanistic style (definitions, mixed 
German/Latin with Greek terminology). Three 
Volumes, I: sacred and secular music (written 
for the “scholars”, Latin); II: organology 
(written for craftsmen, including orgasnists, 
German); III: terminology (written for 
musicians, mixed). A fourth volume was 
intended but was not released. 

Morley 
A plaine and easie 
introduction to practiall 
Musicke (1597) 

Introduces the Italian madrigal to England. His 
treatise describes musical genres, closely 
related to treatises of Pontio, Bottrigari and in 
some way the Syntagma Musicum III. 

UNIT V: new aspects of  music theory in the 17th century (acoustics, physical approach,  

- Mersenne 

- Descartes 

- Athanasius Kircher 

- Sacchi 

- Bononcini 
 

 


